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Prologue
NetzBuilder - User Guide Versión 1.0
Last Revision 6/26/2018

Copyright Warning
The use and copying of this product are subject to a license agreement. Any other use is
prohibited. No part of this publication may be reproduced, transmitted, transcribed,
stored in a public system or translated into any language without the prior consent of
Netz Inc.
The information in this manual is subject to changes without notice and does not
represent a commitment on our part in its accuracy with the current version that we are
offering in our services. We do not warrant that this document is error-free. If you find
any errors, please report them.
This product is protected by laws of the United States and international regulations. This
product includes software developed by outside companies.

Brands
Microsoft, Windows, Windows Server, Windows NT, Windows Vista and MS-DOS are
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Linux is a registered trademark of Linus
Torvalds. Mac is a trademark of Apple, Inc. The underlying technology of the product is
the property of Netz Inc. All other brands and names mentioned herein are trademarks of
their respective owners.

Responsibilities
Netz Inc. will not have, and will not accept any obligation or liability of any kind for
losses, destruction or damage from misuse or neglected use of the instructions in this
document. When reading and following the instructions, you accept all the terms of use
published in our website available in: www.netz0.com

Typographic conventions
Before you start using this guide, it is important to understand the document
conventions used.
The following types of text format indicate special information.

Format
Type of Information
Convention

Example

Special Bold

Items you must select, such as menu options, Go to the System tab.
command buttons, or items in a list.

SECTION OR

Names of chapters, sections and subsections. Read the BASIC
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CHAPTER

Italic

Monospace

ADMINISTRATION chapter.

Used to emphasize the importance of a point,
to introduce a term or to designate a timeline
marker command, which should be replaced
by a name or real value.
The names of commands, files, and
directories.

The system supports
character wildcard
searches.
The license file is located
in the following directory:
/home/root/

Command
Output
CAPITAL
LETTERS

Screen output on command line sessions;
HTML source code, PHP, JavaScript, or
another programming language.
Names of keys on the keyboard.

# ls -al /files
total 14470
MAYÚS, CTRL, ALT

Suggestions
If you find any mistakes in this guide, or if you have any questions or suggestions about
how to improve it, send us your feedback using the online form which can be found at
netz0.com/contact. Indicate us the name of the guide, the name of the chapter and
section as well the fragment of text where you found the error.

Introduction

Welcome to NetzBuilder. The easiest and quickest way to
build websites with zero coding.
NetzBuilder
(web editor)
is an
intuitive and
easy
platform for
the creation
of personal
or
commercial websites. It is mainly focused on simplicity and easy use which allow you to
build your own unique website on the Internet without any code programming. In just a
few minutes you can have an elegant and professional web presence. NetzBuilder runs
from your web browser; there is no need for software installations or updates, this
allows you to modify the pages and update your content from anywhere, anytime.
To start creating a website with NetzBuilder, you can select a template, full components
or start from zero with a blank page. NetzBuilder offers hundreds of templates that have
been professionally created by graphic designers.
After selecting a base template, you can start editing each of the elements to adjust and
personalize them to your content. You are not only limited to the offered templates by
NetzBuilder; these are merely a model, so you have a basic structure that allows you to
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start with elements, as well as predefined colors quickly.
The editor is 100% visual so what you see, is what you get as the final result on your
published website. When you are happy with specific changes, you can post them in
seconds by pressing the publish button. The content will be live on the Internet, available
on your domain to all the people in the world. While NetzBuilder is a 100% visual editor
that requires no code programming, it does not make it necessarily limited, and you can
insert or update HTML code at any time if you wish so.
NetzBuilder is perfect both for people that are beginning to design websites, as well
more advanced users that require an easy system to quickly update content from any
place. The simplicity and elegance of the editor allow you to have a professional website
which has nothing to envy to sites of respectable companies. Moreover, Netz0 provides
24-hour support included for all services, as well advice and web assistance from its
community. If you have any doubt, question or need to know how to create something
uniquely on your website, please do not hesitate to visit our design community for users
of NetzBuilder where you can receive official support from professional graphic
designers, as well as HTML developers.

Core Functionality:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Responsive website that automatically adapts to different screens like
desktops, mobiles or tablets.
Zero code programming or previous experience required.
Visual interface with full drag and drop support.
Professionally designed templates. Modern and stylish.
No limits on the number of pages. Your website can be as large as you wish.
Output in modern and clean HTML5 code.
Your website is published in a professional higher performance Netz0 web
hosting.
Your website is be published on your own domain name like .com or another of
your choosing.
24x365 technical support.
Editor compatible with touch devices.
Affordable price with everything included.

Concepts
Refer to this page to understand some of the basic concepts we use in this help manual.
Always come back here if you need to refresh your concepts and better understand the
chapters on this documentation.

NetzBuilder
Refers to the NetzBuilder service in general. Composed of your NetzBuilder account and
the services that run the software on our cloud servers.

Website
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Refers to the complete website you are creating on NetzBuilder. A website is the whole
finished product published online on your domain name, and it includes all the content
like images, text, graphics and other items. A website usually has multiple pages with
different content.

Pages
When we say pages, we refer to the individual pages inside your website. Your website
can be composed of one single page or multiple pages.

Content
When we refer to content we mean the stuff put inside on a page. For example, a short
text that describes your company with some images and maybe a video. All that is the
content inside your page.

Getting Started
This section explains how to begin creating websites with NetzBuilder, gives you a brief
overview of the interface and guides you on using the included features.
In this chapter:
Requirements
Access NetzBuilder
Recover Password
Dashboard
Editor
Drag and Drop

Requirements
Zero Experience Required
When we mention that you do not need previous experience creating websites we are
serious. NetzBuilder was created with the objective, so you never to have to write HTML
code if you do not want to. If you have basic knowledge in using computer programs, like
surfing the web, you can create professional websites with Netz0 in no time.
Although we do not require any knowledge of code programming or graphic design you
should know the basic of computer programs. This includes a word or image processor,
web browser, mail client, among others. We assume that if you are reading this online
guide, it is because you already have them.

Web Browser
You also need a computer device with at least one supported web browser to be able to
access your NetzBuilder service. Supported web browsers include:

Microsoft Edge
Mozilla Firefox
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Google Chrome
Safari
While other web browsers based on the source code of Firefox and Chromium like
Opera or Vivaldi should work without inconvenience, we cannot guarantee their full
compatibility. In most cases, you should have no problem with any browser compatible
with standard compliance web code.

Internet
Any modern and modest Internet connection should work if it is not less than 56 Kbit
per second (dial-up connection). However, the editor requires loading many items for the
interface to work correctly, so if your Internet connection is slow, the editor takes more
time to finish those functions.
A broadband connection is recommended to enjoy the program fully.

Suggested – Mouse, Keyboard and Wide Monitor
NetzBuilder can be used with small and tactile display devices like mobile phones. The
purpose of this support, however, is to quickly edit content on the go, not to use it as a
primary work device. We do not suggest using only a touch device or with a small screen
as your experience will be frustrating even for simple tasks.
Designing and maintaining a complete website must always be done from the largest
possible screen to which you have access, not only for comfort but to test your site on
smaller screens. You can test how content displays on a phone or tablet from a desktop
computer, but you will not be able to see how your web looks on a desktop computer
from a phone because as the screen is too small. Try to use the biggest possible screen.
Additionally, writing and editing text on a touch device as well dragging items is slow
and tedious versus doing it with a conventional cursor.
It is highly recommended a desktop computer with a standard mouse and keyboard such
as a conventional laptop. In the case of tablets, most support an external mouse and
keyboard so you can buy these external peripherals. Using a keyboard and mouse
increases your productivity versus a single finger on a screen. Many phones or tablets
today also support connection to an external monitor, if your device supports it, we
suggest doing so.
The more comfortable your work tool is, the better your final website will be.

Access NetzBuilder
The login page is your entry door to the NetzBuilder platform. You can log in with your
NetzBuilder account username and password. If you acquired the service through a
hosting account with Netz0, you might directly log-in from your control panel by clicking
the NetzBuilder icon. Direct login from your hosting control panel processes your
NetzBuilder authentication details automatically and saves you the step from having to
enter them each time you need to update web content.
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1. Enter your NetzBuilder username. Usually, this is your email address.
2. Enter your NetzBuilder password.
3. Click the LOG ME IN button.
If this is your first login, we advise modifying the password from the one you received by
email for security reasons. You can change the password at any time and if you cannot
remember it, click on link Lost your password?
Warning: Keep your login details in secret. They are private and should never be shared.
If your password gets compromised, a third party can access your account and modify
content on your website.

Recover Password
The password recovery page allows resetting your password to a new one. This
functionality is useful if you do not remember the current password and need to regain
access to your NetzBuilder service.
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1. Complete your email
address.
This email address is the
username of the
NetzBuilder account you
want to recover. You will be
sent an e-mail message to
that address to complete
the password reset.
2. Press the SUBMIT
button.
3. Check your email and
press the received link in
the reset message.
4. Enter the new desired
password in both fields and
press the SUBMIT button.
We suggest not using the
previous password. For
security reasons, never reuse old passwords.

Dashboard
The dashboard lets you see all sites managed under the service and make changes to
your NetzBuilder account.
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By default, when you log in you are under the Sites section (1).
The websites with their respective thumbnails allows to visually identify the site on
which you want to work (2). By default, they are ordered by date of creation. If you have
a lot of sites you can filter them with the
Sort by option (3) or quickly search a site by name (4).
From the dashboard you can also access the Image Library (5) and your NetzBuilder
account options (6).
To create a new website, click the Create New Site button (7).
Starting to work on a site is as simple as clicking on it.
Each site created on NetzBuilder has a menu with the following options:
1. Edit Site.

This function takes you directly to the work editor and has the same functionality as
clicking on the thumbnail.
2. Site Settings.
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This option allows changing the main settings of your site. More information under Site
Settings.
3. Clone Site.

This option allows creating an identical copy of a current site. Very useful if you need to
work on a development copy, perform tests, or create a new site using the same
structure of a previously created site with NetzBuilder. The created copy is identical to
the original site.
4. Delete Site.

If you no longer need a site, you can delete it permanently by pressing this button. The
action only deletes the data on your NetzBuilder account and does not remove content
from websites already published to a server.
Caution: It is not possible to recover data from a deleted site. Data is deleted and lost
permanently from the NetzBuilder service.

Editor
The NetzBuilder editor is simple but elegant. The interface uses sober colors to prioritize
the focus of the working page. This increases concentration on the web content and
avoids confusing the elements of the editor with those of your site.
Let's see a quick summary of the options. Get more information on each option by
clicking on the following image or by jumping directly to the corresponding chapter.
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The top section consists of an option bar where you can change the settings of the
editor and the site in which you are working.
1. Responsive Mode.
These three icons represent the size of the type of device in which you wish to work.
Pressing an option modifies the size of the workspace in real time to emulate the screen
of the selected device, which is a mobile phone (small screen)
, tablet (middle
screen)

and desktop computer (large screen)

. NetzBuilder allows

creating responsive sites. A responsive site is a website on which content is adjusted
automatically to the screen size of your visitors device. You can find technical
information on how responsive mode, resolutions, and screen types work in the
responsive design chapter.
2. Enable or disable the grid display in the editor.
3. The save button allows saving the current changes made to pages. It automatically
changes its status when it detects modifications not saved, offering you the option to
do so.
4. Preview opens a new window outside of NetzBuilder to see how the current page
looks once published. Use this feature to test the content live of the current page you
are working.
Note: Links to other pages on your site do not work in the preview mode. It only allows
seeing the current page on which you are working at that giving time.
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5. Versions of NetzBuilder are copies of saved changes to your account. Like a history,
this excellent feature allows reverting changes from your pages to previous versions or
exchange between different versions of a site.
6. This tab allows modifying the settings of your site, pages or returns to the general
dashboard to manage all the sites under your NetzBuilder account.
Note: The site settings apply to all pages within your site, but the page settings apply
only to the current individual page on which you are currently working on the editor.
In the side menu, you can find today three options. More functionality will be added in
the future. Be sure to refer to the chapter of each section for more information.

A) Blocks
NetzBuilder comes with pre-built code blocks so you can quickly start building your
website together. The blocks are various components of code grouped under a specific
category. These categories are commonly used sections on websites. For example, most
commercial sites have a header, then a body and finally the footer. NetzBuilder comes
with many blocks, and you can even create your own to reuse them on all the pages and
sites you want.
To use a block, just drag it to the work canvas. Use an empty block if you want to start
creating your own content instead of using prebuilt components by NetzBuilder.

B) Components
Components are individual elements used inside a block on your pages. For example, a
button, an image, a text paragraph or a video just to mention a few. To use a component
simply drag it to the page on the editor. Components must go inside a block. You cannot
drag components directly into the empty canvas, and the components must be inserted
into an existing block.
Note: To understand how blocks work in combination with components, see the content
structure chapter.

C) Pages
The pages options allow performing functionality related to the pages on your site like
adding a new page, deleting existing ones, or renaming them.
The canvas consists of the visual work area within the editor.
You will spend most of your time here. NetzBuilder is a visual
editor of the WYSIWYG type "What You See Is What You Get.”
This means that we try to reproduce as precisely as possible
how your end website looks before being published. Under the
canvas, there are all kinds of codes and every time you insert
components or elements you are inserting a programming code. While you can edit code
directly on the canvas, you can also opt never to do so and work entirely visually.
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Alternatively, you can combine both methods. With NetzBuilder, unlike other easy-touse products, you are not limited, and you can toggle between the visual mode to the
professional programming code as you wish.
The NetzBuilder canvas supports the drag-and-drop feature so you can create complete
websites by simply moving your pointer. You can create professional, modern, beautiful,
secure websites that are easy to maintain in record time. More information on the
canvas chapter.
Here ends the quick summary of the NetzBuilder interface. Don't forget to visit the
individual chapters to learn more about each feature. Learning how NetzBuilder works
lets you fully enjoy the service and can transform anyone into a professional webmaster
with zero efforts.

Drag and Drop
NetzBuilder supports drag and drop for your web elements inside the canvas editor.
With your mouse, you can select entire blocks or individual components and drop them
directly on a page. You can also rearrange and move elements on an existing page.
Learning this feature is essential to gain skills while building content on your pages and
itʼs a powerful tool to be more productie.
Donʼt worry if you donʼt know the diference yet between blocks or components. This
will be explained in further chapters. To keep it simple for now, let us learn how to drag
and drop first.
We start with a blank canvas. The canvas is where we visually edit our web pages. Letʼs
first try inserting a full header into our new page. Several HTML elements comprise a
header, so we have it organized under a full block of code called Headers.
A block is a full composite of premade code that includes a container, a grid and some
HTML elements inside. You can learn more about this in further chapters. Let us call this
a Header section which is what most websites have on the top of their pages.
Go to the menu and select BLOCKS > Headers
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We can now drag and drop any header to the canvas. First, we position our mouse
cursor over the desired header. Letʼs pick this beautful header with a backkround picture
of some mountains.

1. Left click on the element to select it. Keep your lef buuon pressed down and donʼt
release it. This activates the drag function. Still with the left button clicked on the
element start slowly moving the cursor towards the canvas.
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You should see a 3-line green box that indicates that you have an element selected while
doing this.

2. Move your cursor (always with the left button pressed down) anywhere you want on the
canvas editor. The canvas automatically displays a gray dotted line in any valid place you
can insert the element as shown in the following picture.

3. Now with the box inside the dotted lines, release your left mouse button.
Thatʼs it! Prett siimpe riiht?
To resume, left click to select an item, hold your button pressed down. Drag it to the
canvas and release it on the desired position. Donʼt worry if you donʼt ket this rikht
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initially because even if you insert something in the wrong place, you can still move it
afterwards to the correct position.
Now letʼs try the same procedure but on the canias editor with an indiiidual element
inside our recently inserted header. Let us move the Learn More button above the
paragraph text. Left click on the Learn More button and while keeping the button
pressed move the cursor above the text. As you keep moving the element, you will see a
blue line. This line shows you visually where the element appears once you release it.
Since we want to put it above the text paragraph, the blue line should look like the
following image:

You will also notice a red border with a title around while dragging the item. This
indicates the container on which we are currently working which is called a DIV. To drop
the element, release your left mouse button. Thatʼs it! If you donʼt like the positon of the
element, you can move it back with the same procedure. Keep in mind that you can only
drag and drop elements inside the canvas editor to a valid DIV container block. This is
very easy to recognize because any valid section is marked with a red dot line called DIV
and the position where you can drop an item with a blue line.

Click to Play Animation:
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Web Development
This chapter is optional and is not necessary to start using our NetzBuilder editor.
However, it is highly recommended for larger sites (multiple pages) as it allows to
understand better the structural concepts on a website. Understanding these topics will
allow you to create a more professional site and helps you visualize a mental image of
how you should organize the content and pages on a site.

Web Design
Managing Websites
This section explains some basic steps for managing all your websites inside NetzBuilder.

Creating a Website
Creating a new website with NetzBuilder is as simple as pressing a single button. If after
entering your control panel you do not see your website on the main dashboard, simply
press the button called Create New Site.

That's all! Now you can start editing the pages inside your new website.

Deleting a Website
You can delete any site within your NetzBuilder account by simply pressing the Delete
button under the site from the main dashboard:

This option destroys the site data entirely, therefore, only use it if you are sure you will
no longer need to work or edit that site in the future with NetzBuilder. This option does
not delete a site that was already been published to a web server and only removes the
site from your NetzBuilder service. If you also need to delete the published site on your
web server, check with your server administrator.
Warning: This action removes the entire site and all content, as well pages from your
NetzBuilder account. It is not possible to recover from this procedure, and you will lose
all work done on that website.

Publishing a Website
Publishing websites with NetzBuilder is so simple that even a child can do it. Once you
have made the desired changes on your pages, you can publish the entire website by
clicking the Publish button at the top of the editor.
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By default, your NetzBuilder account should already be configured with your hosting
server on Netz0. There is nothing to configure regarding FTP connections, authentication
or transfer options.
Pressing the Publish button automatically uploads all changes to your server, and they
will be live on the Internet immediately under your domain name.

Managing Pages
When you enter the editor by default, you will be working on the main page or also
called homepage. This main page is titled "index", and the name cannot be modified
because it is required to tell a web server that it is the default file that must be loaded
when you enter the domain. The index is, therefore, your homepage or the first screen
your visitors see when they enter your website. This is the most important page of your
site.
The editor's canvas is by default blank, as well as new pages you create.

To start creating content quickly, simply drag pre-armed items from the BLOCKS menu to
your canvas with the drag-and-drop functionality.
To switch to another page, go to the PAGES menu and then click on the name of the page
you want to work on. The editor automatically changes to the canvas on that page. You
can toggle between pages at any time with a single click from this menu which allows
you to work comfortably throughout your website no matter how many pages you have.
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Build Page from Templates
Build Page with Blocks
Build Page with Components

Building
Blocks
NetzBuilder uses a modular web system that lets you re-use multiple design blocks on
different pages and even different websites to standardize your editing and for rapid
development. Design blocks or as we call them just “blocks” are building pieces of
responsive and innovative code both for web and mobile. Blocks allow you to have
beautiful and modern websites in minutes. You can use blocks that come with
NetzBuilder or make your own.

Components
Components on NetzBuilder are individual design elements typically used to build web
content on pages. They include for example sections of text, images, buttons or even
videos. Components are there for the little pieces that compose a code block.
If we compare this to construction, a code block is like a premade wall in a house and
components the individual bricks inside that wall.
Components work only tokether with blocks and canʼt be inserted directly into an empty
canvas. You can only insert them inside an existing code block, which can be a custom
one you created previously or a prebuild one that comes with NetzBuilder.
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Currently available components include:
Grids
Headings
Buttons
Media
Lists
Text
Icons
Map
Navigati on
Grids

The grid component allows you to define how the structure of the content is organized
inside a block. It is based on a grid system with different percentages that establishes
how content will be adapted under responsive web design. See the responsive web
design chapter for more information.
The grid is usually used within an empty block.
Headings

The heading as it name says are titles used to name main parts in a web page or to
separate different sections. Generally, you would use the heading H1 as the main name
of a page or header and then fall in the hierarchy depending on the importance of the
text. It is a good idea to use headings for the main text parts you want to highlight.
Buttons

The buttons consist of highlighted areas on a page that call the attention to perform
some action. Buttons are generally used to link to other important sections that you
want the visitor to press or interact with.
Media

The media component allows you to insert multimedia content into your pages. Use this
component to insert pictures and videos.
Lists

This component allows you to insert a list of texts to organize textual elements under
categories or by an order which result in content more readable for the visitor.
Text

The text component is self-explanatory and allows to insert text paragraphs. Use this
component in sections where you want to write or edit text on your pages.
Icons

The icon component allows inserting icons within pages to highlight certain sections or
make the text more visually pleasing. Visitors respond better to symbols so it is a good
idea to use them in important areas of a page that you want to highlight.
Map

This component allows you to insert a map indicating an address or location.
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Navigation

The navigation component is used to create the navigation menu to different sections of
your website. You would usually use a menu at the top of a website or at the bottom (or
both) and these will consist of links to the various main pages of your site.

Content
Working with Text
Working with Images
Working with Videos

Help
One of the best features included with your account is our fantastic support team. If you
have any question, have some issues or require some essential assistance you can
contact a real person at any moment. You are never alone, and all products come with
free technical support available exclusively for NetzBuilder customers.
Explore the support and help options available with your NetzBuilder service:

Getting Help
Requesting Support
Netz0 provides two forms of support: free, self-help support on the Netz0 help website
and paid support services, which you can purchase from your customer account if they
are not included with your product or service already. With Netz0ʼs Technical Support,
you can open a support case online (ticket), request a remote support session or contact
the support center by phone if you experience technical difficulties.
Paid Technical Support via Tickets and Online Chat is included with every virtual hosting
account purchased and includes a full 24x365 coverage. Phone and remote support may
apply to extra charges depending on your plan or support agreement with Netz0.
The Netz0 help site hosts a number of resources that may be helpful to you if you
experience odd behavior, crashes, or other problems.
Additional Help Resources include: community forums (Hub), knowledge base articles
(KnowledgeBit), tutorials, videos, white papers and product documentation.
If you experience technical difficulties with your virtual hosting account or cPanel
interface, this chapter is meant to help you solve the problem if possible and, failing that,
describes where other information is located that can help your assigned Netz0
Technical Support agent resolve the issue as quickly as possible.
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